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Motivation

Problem

Assuring compliance is labour intensive, costly and complex

Compliance processes are predominately manual

Example: Human error, broad interpretations of the GDPR, inability to show
compliance proof

Goal

Formalize wide variety of normative sources such as regulations and contracts

Automate required monitoring, control and enforcement of such norms
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eFLINT

High-level, declarative, and modular domain-specific language

Makes it easy to adapt to changing interpretations of laws/norms/policies

Enables analyses such as model checking or property testing

Tracking changes of unfolding scenario’s

Automated assessment of concrete scenarios

Scencario’s can be specified in the language directly (e.g. for testing, debugging)

Or can be produced dynamically as system runs (monitoring events/actions)

Specifying policies at various levels of abstraction

Example: GDPR regulation, consortium data sharing agreement, access control

The policies can be explicitly linked, enabling reasoning across layers
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Compliance questions

According to the GDPR and the DIPG regulatory document:
1 What conditions need to be fulfilled by a member before making data available?

?Enabled(write(<X>,<Y>))

2 What conditions need to be fulfilled when accessing data from the registry?

?Enabled(read(<X>,<Y>))
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Examples

Writing to the registry is considered making data available (consortium notion)

1 Extend Act write Holds when (Exists member:

2 make -data -available(member , DCOG , asset)

3 && affiliated -with(actor , member))

Making data available is considered collecting personal data (GDPR notion)

1 Extend Act make -data -available Syncs with (Foreach donor:

2 collect -personal -data(controller = institution

3 ,subject = donor

4 ,data = dataset

5 ,processor = "DCOG"

6 ,purpose = "DIPGResearch ")

7 When subject -of(donor , dataset))
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Application: eFLINT Smart Contracts
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Why are we interested in blockchain?

Transactions/data are stored (automatically) on blockchain

Transactions/data cannot be changed or deleted once recorded

Offer transaction history that can be used for dispute settlement

Monitor and enforce based on the programmed contracts

Smart contracts are not contracts - Expressiveness

Integrate eFLINT with blockchain

Raise the level of abstraction

Reduce the gap between legal documents and smart contracts

Translate eFLINT into smart contract languages (e.g., Solidity)
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From eFLINT to Solidity

eFLINT specifications

1 Fact subject Identified by Alice

2 Fact controller Identified by institution

3 Act collect -personal -data

4 Actor controller

5 Recipient subject

6 Related to data , processor , purpose

7 Conditioned by accurate -for -purpose(data , purpose), subject -of(subject ,data)

8 Creates processes(processor , data , controller , purpose)

9 Holds when consent(subject , controller , purpose)

Solidity scripts

1 type Subject is bytes32;

2 Subject Alice = Subject.wrap("Alice");

3 type Controller is bytes32;

4 Controller Institution = Controller.wrap(" Institution ");

5 function collect -personal -data (Controller _controller , Subject _subject ,

Data _data , Processor _processor , Purpose _purpose) public {

6 require (

7 accurate -for -purpose(data , purpose), "inaccurate purpose"

8 ); ...

9 }
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From eFLINT to Solidity

eFLINT specifications share similar structures to Solidity contracts.

Type variables and assigned identifiers

1 Fact subject Identified by Alice , Bob

2 Fact controller Identified by institution

Function definition: function name, list of parameters, and a statement block

1 Act collect -personal -data

2 Actor controller

3 Recipient subject

4 Related to data , processor , purpose

5 Conditioned by accurate -for -purpose(data , purpose), subject -of(subject ,data)

6 Creates processes(processor , data , controller , purpose)

7 Holds when consent(subject , controller , purpose)
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